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1. Determine the lengths for the positive and negative Battery Cables. Be sure
the cables clear all moving components, (belts, fan blades, etc.), and
exhaust pipes and headers.
2. Cut the cable to the proper length. On top post batteries make sure you use
the proper Terminal for the length you are cutting. The positive post is larger
than the negative post and the Terminals are made accordingly.
3. On Ford vehicles, Moroso Battery Cable Remote Fitting End Kit p/n 74170
will be needed to splice into the cable for the starter solenoid.
4. Install the Battery Cable into the Terminal End Fitting as shown in diagram
below, then screw on Terminal. Be sure to install any extra leads for
accessories into the Terminal End Fitting with the cable during assembly.
5. On most cars there are extra power leads and chassis grounds that must be
connected to the battery at the cable end. Clip these leads off as close to
the old battery cable ends as possible. Strip back the insulation and crimp
into the leads provided on the new Battery Terminal Ends. These leads
must be connected. Replace any leads that are in poor condition with the
proper gauge and length wire, especially fusible links.
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For Technical Assistance, Call Moroso’s Tech Line at
(203) 458-0542, 458-0546 8:30am – 5:00pm Eastern Time
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